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MILKY GLOW Mask Sheets 
2018 NEW 

The professional mask sheets for skin complexion care. 
This sheets made of special ingredients that lightens the skin such as milk, rice bran. 

DEEP AQUA RECOVERY SHINING 

ILLUMINATE CALMING MOISTURE NOURISHING 

2017 WICC 
Gold Award 

HI SEOUL 
Excellent Product 

for beauty department 

ASIA LOHAS 
Certificate 
2017-106 

North America  
excellent product 

Beauty Award Grand Prix 



INTRA GOLD AQUA SERUM 2018 NEW 
Aqua Serum helps to improve the dryness of the skin and helps 
the essence ingredients in the sheet work quickly on the skin. 

1. Foil mask pack of Advance concept is an improved model which enhances 
 a fault of low adhesion of  normal model and stick on curved parts of face.

2. The world first development, triple foil sheet usage. 
 Triple sheet won gold prize in Korea invention association.

3. Foil sheet mask pack doesn’t use chemical preservative and use non paraben, non -alcoholic 
 and non -pigment essence for Sensitive skin.

4. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
5. Asia Lohas certificate.

KINEMAIN BEAUTY CONTOUR SERUM 
Premium gold mask sheet that gives you luxurious skin with a gold therapy effect 
that is a special treatment method of aesthetic.. 

1. The world first development, triple foil sheet usage. 
 Triple sheet won gold prize in Korea invention association.

2. Foil sheet mask pack doesn’t use chemical preservative and use non paraben, non -alcoholic 
 and non -pigment essence for Sensitive skin.

3. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
4. The highest grade of essence made by 5 type peptide, lactobacillus, vegetable squalene and etc 
5. Asia Lohas certificate.

MODELING MASK SERUM RENEWAL

Advantages of competitive foil sheet with 4 types of foil mask sheet. 

1. Foil mask pack of Advance concept is an improved model which enhances  a fault of low adhesion of  normal model 
 and stick on curved parts of face.

2. Foil sheet mask pack doesn’t use chemical preservative and use non paraben, non -alcoholic  and non -pigment essence for Sensitive skin. 
3. Include extract of Cypress (1,400 mg per 1 pcs) and cypress oil which is grown in Goheung-gun, Jeollanam-do, Repulic of Korea.
4. Nominated HI-SEOUL Excellent Product in SEOUL (beauty parts).
5. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
6. Asia Lohas certificate.

PORE CARE 
Modeling Mask serum-Collagen 

Lifting essences, having collagen, improve 
elasticity of skin and care of sensitive skin. 
This is elasticity mask pack 

Charcoal Gold 

SOOTHING 
Modeling Mask serum-Squalene 

Soothing essence, having vegetable Squalene 
oil, improves moisture of skin and tone. 
This is the bright mask pack 

Eco-friendly Gold 

BRIGHTENING 
Modeling Mask serum-Pearl 

Brightening essence, which has ingredient 
of pearl, recover skin tone.  
This is a water shine mask pack 

Charcoal Gold Rose 

CALMING 
Modeling Mask serum-Chrysanthemum 

Calming essence, having extract of 
Chrysanthemum, improve moisture of skin and 
care of sensitive skin.  
This is Calming mask pack 

Eco-friendly Gold Rose 



CLEANSING MASK RENEWAL

Competitive price bubble carbonate mask pack, especially black sheet is popular as charcoal sheet, 
grapefruit flavor is getting good response. 

1. Special line removes dead skin cell, sebum and black head by micro bubble happened right after putting mask pack on face. 
2. Not only Supplement of moisture and skin care but also enough bubble, happening right after putting on face, 

 offer consumer amazing experience and fun.
3. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
4. Asia Lohas certificate. 

Skin care/pore Cleaning/Sebum care 
DEEP CLEANSING BUBBLE MASK 

This is a cleansing mask pack which happen 
Micro bubble right after putting mask pack on 
face, and clean sebum and dead skin cell 

Charcoal 

ANTI-POLLUTION CLEANSING MASK 

This is a cleansing mask pack which happen Micro 
bubble right after putting mask pack on face, and 
clean micro-dust, sebum and care dull skin 

Rayon 

Tone care/Care dead cell/Pore Cleansing 

WHITE BUBBLE ESSENCE MASSAGE MASK 2018 NEW

Charcoal 

1. The essence that turns into a fine bubble massages inside the mask sheet, gently massaging the skin.
2. A new concept mask pack that provides moisture and nutrition to sensitive and dry skin.
3. The package is a preservative system with little skin irritation. It can be used safely for sensitive skin, 

 so it keeps your stressed skin moist and comfortable.

An abundance of essence bubbles pops out on the skin, providing a rich, self-massage effect. 

Whitening, Wrinkle / Dual functional cosmetics 

1. The mask sheet containing 24K gold, collagen and peptide for effective skin care.
2. A preservative system that does not use chemical preservative. It is suitable for sensitive skin because it has little skin irritation. 
3. Eco-friendly paper packaging using Han-ji(Korean traditional paper) and the use of gold sheet of luxury rose pattern.

24K GOLD MASK 
Cleopatra's beauty secret, known as 24K gold, contains a luxurious skin care. 

SUPER COLLAGEN 

24K gold and natural essence with 1,300mg of 
collagen make your skin clean and resilient. 

Eco-friendly Gold Rose 

PEPTIDE 

24K Gold and 5 Peptide Essences help relieve 
skin stress and calm dry skin. 

Charcoal Gold Rose 

1. Using Aqua Essence with pure gold, honey, pomegranate and milk.
2. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
3. Asia Lohas certificate. 

POWER FOIL 24K GOLD MASK 
Use gold foil to complement the shortcoming of fast-drying sheets 

MOISTURISING 
POWER FOIL 24K GOLD THERAPY 

Moisture mask pack has moisture raising 
essence, including natural sun tree extract 
from sun tree of Korea origin and ceramide, 
and makes skin water shining skin. 

Charcoal Gold 

REVITALIZING 
POWER FOIL 24K GOLD LIFTING 

Energy mask pack has re-vital raising essence, 
including natural sun tree extract from sun tree 
of Korea origin and 5 kinds of peptides, and 
increase skin moisture and balance moisture. 

Charcoal Gold 



1. The world first Hanji package is Eco-friendly and exotic mood package design.
2. Mask pack is made by a sheet which everyone are easy to use and have high quality essence.
3. Asia Lohas certificate. 

AQUA SOOTHING MASK 
It is popular in exporting and duty-free shops with designs that maximize Korean images such as Korean paper, 
edible vinyl laminate and oriental painting concept label. 

SHEA BUTTER 
Nutrition Mask 

HORSE FAT 
Vitality Mask 

HONEY 
Nutrition Mask 

SNAIL 
Pore Mask 

VITAMIN C 
Brightness Mask 

SWIFTLET NEST 
Keratin Care Mask 

PEARL 
Brightness Mask 

HYALURONIC ACID 
Moisture Filling Mask 

COLLAGEN 
Elastic filling Mask 

GOAT MILK 
Skin Texture Mask 

CENTELLA CALMING MASK 

1. The world first Han-ji package is Eco-friendly and exotic mood package design.
2. Use cotton sheet with excellent skin adhesion without skin irritation
3. Asia Lohas certificate. 

Containing of Centella Asiatica 5%. Centella is a herb that wild tiger used on his hurt part by rubbing his body. 
So-called ‘Tiger Herb’. 

RENEWAL 

LUSTRE 
Real lustre mask pack 
to keep the dark skin 
tone bright and clear  

Gold Rose 

RELAX 
Soothing mask pack for 
rapid caring sensitive 
stressed skin 

Gold Rose 

MOISTURE 
Deep moisturizing mask 
pack to supply the 
dehydrated skin with 
moisture and nutrition 

Gold Rose 

HYDRATION 

Hydration mask pack 
that moisturizes dry 
and sensitive skin 

Gold Rose 

NUTRITION 

Nutrition mask pack to 
invigorate by supplying 
moisture and nutrition 

Gold Rose 

1. The world first Han-ji package is Eco-friendly and exotic mood package design.
2. Mask sheet that supplies water rich in botanical ingredients effective for skin moisturization
3. Safe preservative system without chemical preservatives.

BOTENICAL COTTON SHEET MASK 
Use 100% cotton sheet that gently adheres to skin 

2018 NEW 

CLARIFYING CALMING MOISTURIZING HYDRATION REVITALIZING REFRESHING 



BANAMAN SSUL MASK 
A mask pack made from original characters for the determination of character goods goods, 
made from the late teenager to mid-20s as a customer layer. 

1. This mask pack concept is from hashtag of Social network(SNS).
2. Banana character is perceptible in everywhere and unique and fun design (patent registration)
3. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
4. Asia Lohas certificate. 

HONEY 
Nourished 

Charcoal 

LEMON 
Clear 

Charcoal 

BAMBOO 
Hydrated 

Charcoal 

GREEN TEA 
Sensitive 

Charcoal 

POMEGRANATE 
Smoth 

Charcoal 

SNAIL 
Healthy 

Charcoal 

CUCUMBER 
Hydrated 

Charcoal 

TEA TREE 
Clear 

Charcoal 

1 DAY 1 PACK HEALING MASK 
Mask pack of detox concept that many plants and fruit extracts are added. 

1. Translucent designs, which can see context, give consumer trust.
2. Use eco-friendly material sheet from gum tree.
3. Asia Lohas certificate. 

ALOE 
Moisture 

RED GINSENG 
Nutrition 

LEMON 
Lustre 

GRAPEFRUIT 
Pore 

Tencel Tencel Tencel Tencel 

FACE TEXTURE MASK 
Mask pack with mud extract by agreement with local governments. 

1. Translucent designs, which can see context, give consumer trust.
2. Lower price than other competitive products, and keep reasonable price.
3. Asia Lohas certificate. 

RENEWAL 

LUSTRE 
Cucumber 

ANTI-PORE 
Green tea 

MOISTURE 
Aloe 

CALMING 
Teatree 

Gold Rose Gold Rose Gold Rose Gold Rose 

SUPERFOOD MASK 
It is a product that has been carefully selected from four kinds of ingredients suitable for mask pack 
among 10 kinds of Super Foods announced in USA, and it is a competitive price point for marketing. 

1. It recharges moisture and nourishes sensitive and rough skin.
2. We use the carefully selected essence containing super food to guarantee the best quality for the price.

HONEY 
Nutrient 

BROCCOLI 
Balance 

BLUEBERRY 
Healthy 

PINE MUSHROOM 
Elasticity 

Rayon Rayon Rayon Rayon 



OPUNTIA HUMIFUSA MASK 
Advanced mask sheets containing the Opuntia Humifusa that grows only in Korea. 
1. Flowers of Opuntia Humifusa collected in June and berries of one collected in November
2. We use fermented liquid and extract which are fermented by traditional way in the stem which has been cultivated 

 by farmer's precious qualities. 

Gold Foil Gold Foil Cotton Cotton 

VITALITY 
Shining 

NUTRITION 
Elasticity 

MOISTURE 
Moisturizing 

SUPPRESSION 
Relax 

1. A mask sheet made from yam, centipedial, licorice extracts and cotton sheets that are effective in hydrating and soothing skin.
2. A mild mask sheet that rests comfortably on the skin exposed to external stress for one day in a day before sleep.
3. Package design, using consumer attracted hologram, prevent from Duplicate and similar products.
4. Asia Lohas certificate. 

SLEEPING COTTON MASK 
Sandalwood scent and lavender fragrance, a coffee aroma that gives calm and comfort, and a scent 
that can give you a relaxing time in a mask. 

AQUA INTRACELL SLEEPING MASK 

Pure cotton mask helping skin relaxation 
with warm woody aroma and soft 
sandalwood fragrance. 

Cotton 

CALMING INTRACELL SLEEPING 

Pure cotton mask helping skin relaxation 
with coffee aroma and soft lavender 
fragrance. 

Cotton 

NOHJ FACE IN MASK SHEET 
NOHJ Face in Mask is the new type and combine preferred sheet and serum of proper skin type. Our skin status 
doesn’t have only one problem such as dry skin, oily skin and sensitive skin. We have a concern about dual or more 
skin trouble. Also because of skin stress and environment, skin condition can be changed from moment to moment. 
In case of that, you need the mask sheet suitable only for tour skin rather than mask sheet made a concept for one 
purpose. NOHJ system is the now mask pack. Preferred mask and serum are combined to be suitable for your skin 
type and manage efficient skin care. 

FACE IN SHEET  20ea/package

Rose Gold Charcoal Rose Charcoal Gold White Gold Gold Foil Tencel Cotton 

FACE IN SERUM AND TONER  250ml/bottle

VOLUME 
Serum 

SPARKLE 
Serum 

AQUA 
Serum 

CALMING 
Serum 

PORE 
Serum 

COLLAGEN 
Toner 

SPARKLE 
Toner 

SPARKLE 
Toner 




